W e appreciate Potter's cautionary notes regarding statistical analyses reported in Mesoudi and O'Brien (2008a) , specifically with respect to our use of correlations. Rigorous and appropriate statistical methods are vital for testing specific hypotheses concerning culture change, and we encourage any attempts to improve such methods. However, whereas many of Potter's statistical criticisms are technically correct with respect to statistical conventions, we take serious issue with his assertion that the validity of our conclusions is consequently questionable. Most important, he fails to acknowledge the theoretical rationale of our study. Without understanding this rationale, many of Potter's criticisms are far wide of the mark.
Our study was an experimental test of a hypothesis proposed by Bettinger and Eerkens (1999) to explain diversity in projectile points from two regions of the Great Basin of the western United States manufactured ca. A.D. 300-600, following the replacement of the atlatl with the bow and arrow. Bettinger and Eerkens observed that points from central Nevada exhibited higher correlations between attributes (length, width, thickness, and shape) than points from eastern California. They explained this regional difference in terms of cultural-transmission biases, arguing that in central Nevada point designs spread through "indirect bias" (Boyd and Richerson 1985) , whereby point manufacturers copied the design of a single successful or prestigious individual in their local group. As everyone copied the same most-successful hunter, all point designs within that group tended to converge on that single hunter's design. If different groups converged on different designs, perhaps because of environmental differences or the existence of multiple locally optimal designs, then correlations across the entire region would increase. For example, if all points in group A were long and thin, and all points in group B were short and wide, then across the entire region length and thickness would be correlated: long points are always thin, and short points are always wide. Bettinger and Eerkens (1999) argued that point designs in eastern California spread not through indirectly biased transmission but through "guided variation" (Boyd and Richerson 1985) , whereby a point manufacturer acquired a design from another individual but then modified that design according to individual trial-and-error learning. If, instead of copying attributes as a complete package from a single hunter within the group, each hunter modified different attributes independently, such that each hunter converged on a different locally optimal design, then the linkage between attributes would break down and correlations between attributes across the entire region would decrease. Thus, the lower correlations in eastern California can potentially be explained by assuming that hunters engaged in guided variation and that central-Nevada hunters engaged in indirect bias.
Experimental simulations of cultural transmission offer a valuable means of testing hypotheses regarding the use and consequences of transmission biases (Mesoudi 2007) . By themselves, experiments cannot definitively answer questions regarding past cultural change. But they can complement archaeological methods to provide a more complete understanding of the past: unlike archaeological methods, with experiments we can manipulate variables to test specific hypotheses, we can conduct replications to effectively "re-run" history multiple times, and we have access to complete and uninterrupted data concerning people's behavior. Our experimental simulation (Mesoudi and O'Brien 2008a) was designed to directly test Bettinger and Eerkens' (1999) aforementioned hypothesis. Groups of participants designed "virtual projectile points" for use in a simple computer "hunting" game, while we manipulated how the participants could learn. We then asked whether the transmission biases hypothesized by Bettinger and Eerkens (1999) to have generated their archaeological data-guided variation and indirect bias-generated similar patterns of variation in our experimental data.
Phase 1 of the experiment involved participants copying the designs of a pre-test group of participants after receiving information about those pretest participants' hunting scores (potentially allowing indirect bias). Phase 2 saw participants using individual trial and error to independently modify their point designs over a series of successive hunts (simulating guided variation). Phase 3 allowed participants to copy other members of their group (again potentially allowing indirect bias). We assumed throughout each phase that different groups of participants were learning in one of three alternative "environments" (optimal point designs) and that within each environment there were eight different locally optimal designs. As predicted, interattribute correlations were higher in Phases 1 and 3, which simulated indirect bias, than in Phase 2, which simulated guided variation. These results supported Bettinger and Eerkens' (1999) hypothesis that higher correlations in central Nevada than in eastern California are attributable to these different learning processes.
Potter criticizes our study for (1) applying Spearman's test for correlation to non-independent data in Phase 1, when the majority of participants copied the same most-successful model, and (2) applying Spearman's test for correlation to pooled data across the three "environments" when comparing phases 2 and 3 (a third criticism is essentially the same as the second-the issue of stratified data). Whereas Potter's points are technically and conventionally correct-that Spearman's correlation test requires independent data points and nonstratified populations-our use of these tests are nevertheless useful given the theoretical rationale outlined above. Indeed, what Potter labels as "spurious" correlations are exactly what we predicted-that they are indicative of the specific learning processes for which we were testing. Regarding Potter's first criticism, although he is correct that the point designs in Phase 1 are not independent because they were all copied from the same pretest model, this is exactly what is predicted by Bettinger and Eerkens' hypothesis for central Nevada. That is, nonindependence of data is intrinsic to the hypothesis that point designs were copied from a single successful model through indirect bias. As Potter shows using simulations, nonindependent data of this kind result in artificially high correlations. Although Potter argues that these correlations are consequently "spurious," we argue that this tells us something extremely valuable: that indirect bias generates high interattribute correlations (spurious or not). Given that high correlations are what we found in Phase 1, we can extrapolate to Bettinger and Eerkens' (1999) archaeological data to infer that indirect bias was operating in central Nevada. Further, Potter's solution to what he sees as a problematic use of correlations misses the mark. For example, given that 66 of our participants in Phase 1 copied the same most-successful pretest participant, Potter states that "the 66 identical points provide no more information about the relationship of height to width than a single point" and suggests "treating the 66 points as a single point." We disagree. The fact that 66 of the points are identical tells us that they were all copied from the same person, and treating them all as a single point, while conventionally statistically correct, would overlook this crucial information.
Our response to Potter's second criticism is similar. He argues that because our participants are partitioned into different groups with different optimal point values, correlations cannot be used. Through simulations Potter shows that the size and significance of the correlations depend on the degree to which groups overlap in their designs: the more the groups overlap, the lower the overall interattribute correlations. Again, rather than this being "spurious," the result is exactly what we predicted. Indirectly biased cultural transmission generates low within-group variation (as group members all copy the same most-successful model in their group) and high betweengroup variation (assuming that the most-successful group member in each group has a different point design, which is expected given environmental differences or multiple locally stable optimal designs). This pattern constitutes nonoverlapping groups and thus high interattribute correlations. Guided variation generates high within-and between-group variation, as different hunters across all groups independently converge on different locally optimal designs without any within-group transmission. This would result in relatively more overlap between the groups and thus lower interattribute correlations. Potter's simulations, and our experimental findings, therefore confirm that interattribute correlations can be used to infer the operation of different learning biases, supporting Bettinger and Eerkens' (1999) hypothesis that high interattribute correlations in central Nevada resulted from indirect bias and low interattribute correlations in eastern California resulted from guided variation.
We fully acknowledge that our analyses violate conventional assumptions of correlation statistics. Yet when we know that a particular statistical pattern (high versus low interattribute correlations) is generated by a particular set of learning biases (indirect bias versus guided variation), we can use this information to explain observations in real archaeological data of the former patterns in terms of the latter learning biases, regardless of whether "conventional" statistical assumptions are violated.
Finally, we note that in our original study we also provided an alternative method of determining the population-level consequences of different learning processes that does not violate conventional statistical assumptions: comparing between-and within-group coefficients of variation. As already noted, indirect bias should reduce within-group cultural variation relative to between-group variation, whereas guided variation should not. Accordingly, we found significantly lower within-group variation in Phase 3 following the introduction of within-group cultural transmission than in Phase 2, during which cultural transmission was not permitted (e.g., see Mesoudi and O'Brien 2008a, Figure 2 ). See Eerkens and Lipo (2005) and Mesoudi and O'Brien (2008b) for more detailed simulations and analyses linking patterns of between-and within-group variation to different forms of cultural transmission.
In summary, we reiterate that rigorous and appropriate statistical methods are of the utmost necessity for testing hypotheses about culture change. That said, we stand by our experimental protocol, the methods we used, and most important, our conclusions. To our knowledge, Bettinger and Eerkens' work was the first significant archaeological study that examined cultural-transmission theory empirically. Similarly, our work is the first experimental study to bridge the gap between cultural-transmission theory and the empirical record. We hope it prompts further efforts.
